Late Sensory Neurotization of the Nipple-Areola Complex after Implant-Based Breast Reconstruction
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ABSTRACT

Background: Nipple-sparing mastectomy (NSM) has become widely adopted owing to its oncologic safety, aesthetic results and psychological benefits. Lack of sensation on the Nipple-areola complex (NAC) after reconstruction remains a common complaint that has been scarcely researched in the alloplastic reconstruction population. The aim of this report is to present a nipple neurotization technique suitable for patients undergoing implant-based breast reconstruction.

Case Presentation: A 42-year-old female with ductal breast carcinoma underwent periareolar NSM with implant-based reconstruction and complained about lack of tactile sensation on mastectomy flaps and NAC. A year after the reconstruction surgery, she underwent late NAC neurotization by bridging the 4th intercostal nerve to the undersurface of the areola using a 15cm sural nerve autograft. Recovery of protective and pressure sensation was seen six months later over the NAC.

Conclusion: This case confirms that late neurotization in alloplastic reconstruction by bridging the areolar dermis to a donor intercostal nerve provides sensory recovery at the NAC.

INTRODUCTION

Nipple sparing mastectomy (NSM) has received much attention owing to its oncologic safety, aesthetic results and psychological benefits. However, lack of protective and erogenous sensation on the Nipple-areola complex (NAC) after reconstruction remains a common complaint that can be associated with deleterious physical, psychological, and sexual implications.1

Spontaneous neurotization of mastectomy flaps is highly variable and may be seen in less than 50% of patients.2 Neurtotized free flaps have been successfully used for over 20 years, allowing for consistent return of sensation to the breast mound and improved quality of life. Unfortunately, neurotization after alloplastic reconstruction has been scarcely researched.

Peled,2 and Djohan,3 independently published preliminary results for immediate NAC neurotization at the time of mastectomy showing recovery of pressure sensation and two-point discrimination. Although their results are promising, we should consider that thousands of patients undergo breast reconstruction yearly and still lack nipple sensation.4 For this reason, we have developed a technique suitable for patients undergoing implant-based breast reconstruction.
CASE PRESENTATION

A 42-year-old female with ductal carcinoma in situ underwent periareolar NSM with immediate reconstruction using a submuscular breast expander, with no radiotherapy administered. Eleven months later the expander was exchanged for an anatomical silicone implant.

After one year, the patient complained about a lack of tactile sensation on the NAC. Physical exam showed lack of protective and pressure sensation over the NAC and mastectomy flaps. Direct neurotization was proposed. Informed consent was signed and the protocol was approved by our institution’s ethical board (PI-20-01).

Surgical procedure

A 3cm incision was placed at the intersection of the 4th intercostal space and the external border of the breast implant. Blunt dissection was used to retract the subcutaneous tissue and serratus anterior muscle fibers until the intercostal space was identified. The rib’s perichondrium was incised and the intercostal muscles were detached from the rib to identify the intercostal nerve. A 5cm segment was released and transected distally.

Afterwards, the undersurface of the NAC was exposed through the previous periareolar incision. A second team who worked simultaneously harvested a 15cm sural nerve graft using three discontinuous incisions. The graft was tunneled from the chest incision to the areola in an orthodromic fashion using a malleable metal tunneler.

Coaptation between the intercostal and sural nerve graft was done under magnification with 9-0 nylon (Figure 1), and the distal ends of the nerve were buried in the areolar dermis and fixed in place using 6-0 nylon (Figure 2). All wounds were sutured and the patient was discharged without complications.

DISCUSSION

Sensory loss after mastectomy is a distressing outcome for patients and has recently sparked interest in breast reconstruction research. Recovery of sensory input from the NAC has been shown to improve quality of life and postoperative satisfaction, and its evaluation has recently been incorporated into the BREAST-Q outcomes instrument.

Breast neurotization is not a novel idea, and satisfactory results have been reported for autologous reconstruction but the concept has not been widely adopted for implant-based reconstruction. Immediate NAC neurotization by bridging an intraglandular branch of the fourth intercostal nerve to the areolar dermis at the time of mastectomy has been described for cases of alloplastic, and autologous breast reconstruction, as well after gender-affirming mastectomy. Researchers reported recovery of sensation of the NAC and mastectomy flaps comparable to their preoperative status between 6 to 12 months after surgery.

Based on the satisfactory early results on direct nipple neurotization, we aimed to develop a technique...
suitable for patients who have already completed their reconstructive protocol. Our technique differs from previous reports in two main areas: the donor nerve and the source of the graft.

Since the glandular branches of the intercostal nerve are no longer available, a subperichondrial harvest of the donor nerve must be performed. Intercostal nerves have been reliably used as donors in brachial plexus reconstruction for decades and have been deemed adequate for targeted skin reinnervation. Dissection requires delicate handling of the nerve but can be successfully achieved by surgeons with experience in microsurgery or peripheral nerve surgery.

Contrary to previous reports, we opted to use a nerve autograft due to the length of the gap and the higher expenses associated with allografts. Despite the differences in approach, our patient had a satisfactory outcome, with return of protective and tactile sensation to the NAC; however, longer follow-up is needed to fully evaluate sensation of the mastectomy flap.

Limitations to our approach include the need for a second donor site, and an extra incision on the breast. Graft harvest was done using small discontinuous incisions, while the chest incision respects aesthetic subunits and is hidden behind the breast contour, thus limiting aesthetic disturbance. Nevertheless, this technique has the advantage of being tailored for patients that have already completed their reconstructive protocol but remain dissatisfied with breast sensation, especially in cases such as ours in which no recovery was perceived two years after mastectomy. It is simple and reproducible by surgeons with experience in peripheral nerve reconstruction.

CONCLUSION
This case confirms that late neurotization in alloplastic reconstruction by bridging the areolar dermis to a donor intercostal nerve is capable of providing sensory recovery at the NAC.
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